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THE PRINCETON
"Advertise or be Forgotten...
Goodwill Cannot be Laid
Away in Mothballs"

LEADER
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MEN
IN SERVICE

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, January 21, 1943
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Well Merited Honor
Only surprising feature of selection of
S. J. Lowry as Princeton's "Outstanding
Citizen for 1942" was that he had not been
accorded this honor sooner'; for well he
merits it.
Quit, unassuming, unfailingly polite, a
prodigious worker, this fine citizen who has
served so signally here since 1924, has won
for himself the enduring respect and appreciation of hundreds of his fellow men
and women.
In the State's S6entific agriculture circles,
there is no better known or more highly respected leader than "Conie" Lowry. Even
back in those halcyon days when we were
schoolmates at the University of Kentucky,
"Conic" was a standout, as he has been
ever since.
All over Western Kentucky, where his
work is widely recognized as having been
of very material benefit to farm folk,
through the State Experimental Substation
he directs so ably, S. J. Lowry is appreciated, admired and acclaimed.
Princeton Kiwanis is to be congratulated
upon its choice of 1942's First Citizen, for
he has every requisite and his works . . .
in his chosen field, in church and civic affairs, and in the everyday routine of a
community leader, stamp him as that fine
type of man who is destined to serve, whereever his calling takes him, conspiciously
well.
/11
Before the war, Antwerp and the Flemish
provinces led the world in the number of
diamond cutters.

114,
Mr. Jeffers Grows
Slightly Optimistic
Princeton motorists who "are taking better care of their tires," according to Rubber
Boss Jeffers, were granted an extension of
tinie last Week in which to have their
initial inspections, in order to remain in
good standing with the gasoline ration
board . . . and there was more good news
when Director Jeffers stated the synthetic
rubber situation improves rapidly.
At Louisville, two rubber making plants
are nearing completion, and one at Institute,
W. Va., is ready to begin making the synthetic stuff for new tires. Kentucky is told
also that another million workers will be
given employment in war industries during
1943.
But while you're congratulating yourself
about these improvements in the outlook
for auto use and consequent easing of restrictions upon business driving, do not
fall into the error of thinking "tires for
everybody" is a reality, yet.
Provided motorists cooperate by doing
netessary driving in 1943, there will be
tires to go around in 1944, Mr. Jeffers declares in an article in the current American
Magazine. Which, applicants to the ration
board here are learning, does not mean that
everybody .can get all the tires wanted now.
So, no matter what your gasoline ration,
prudent part of present-day automobile
driving is to do it in a manner to cause
least possible wear and tear on the tires
you have now . . . and to do as little as
possible.
Belgium is the most densley populated
country in Europe, averaging 712 people
to the square mile.
11111
The important cities of Nicaragua lie on
the western plain facing the Pacific.

Born In Cloverport
Justice Wiley Blount Rutledge, Jr., of the
District of Columbia Court of Appeals, whom
the President has nominated for the Supreme Court, was born in a section of Kentucky widely known before his birth, in
1894.
Cloverport is upon one of the most picturesque reaches of the Ohio River. .
In steamboat days the river in the Hawesville-Cloverport vicinity was known to
many travelers on Pittsburgh-New Orleans
steamers.
Boats often spent so much time loading
that passengers could enjoy a few hours
ashore. The beauty of the name "Cloverport" as well as its surroundings interested
many voyagers.
Justiee Rutledge's elevation will be a
source of pride to Kentucky, and to the

A.
ik

••••

Cloverport region especially. He is one of
many aspiring and achieving Kentuckians
who have left their State, whose resources
rightly developed would provide greater
homeland opportunities for natives of his
Caliber.—(Louisville Times).
In El Salvador voting is compulsory for
men but optional for Women.
Washington In Wartime

Pay-As-You-Go
Plan Gains Favor
By Jack Stinnett
(Associated Press Features)
Washington.—The income tax pay-asyou-go bandwagon is becoming heavily
freighted and Capitol Hill observers are giving heavy odds that something will be done
about it before the first 1942 payment becomes due March 15.
This would mean dropping entirely the
1942 tax and collection at the source of a
certain percentge of income. At the end of
the year, an adjustment would be made
equalizing tax on all earnings.
Don't get the idea you will pay any less
to Uncle Sam. The Treasury's collections
will be just as much in 1943 as if you were
paying on your 1942 tax, perhaps more. But
it would equalize the tax on a month-tomonth basis, spread it over the year, and
provide relief for the man whose income
suddenly collapses due to inability to work
or loss of job.
The pay-as-you-go plan was first proposed in a Senate finance committee hearing
by Beardsley Ruml, New York financier. It
was something of a bombshell and has been
exploding at intervals ever since. The
Treasury Department at first hit the ceiling, but Secretary Morgenthau and his aides
now favor the plan in a modified form, their
main point of difference with the all-out advocates being only the extent to which (or
percentage of) the surtaxes are to be deferred.
Since in the matter of taxes, the Treasury proposes, and Congress deposes, most
differences such as this are unimportant. A
compromise is considered certain because
Senator George (D.-Ga.), chairman of the
Senate Finance committee, is keen for a
pay-as-you-go plan and would like to see it
passed before March 15; and Representatives Doughton (D.-N.C.), chairman of the
House Ways and Means committee, has announced that he is studying ways to defer
part or all of the 1942 tax.

Donald M. Nelson

on Advertising
(Before the Association of National
Advertisers, Inc.)
"No man should be a carefree optimist
these days but, on the other hand, he should
not be a gloomy pessimist . . . Our American economy can stand an all-out war . . .
We are not using the war to cloak a move
for social or economic reform. The sole
motive for these (limiting) actions . . . is
the desire to win the war .. .
"We are determined, not merely to preserve our free enterprise system, but to use
it to the limit in this great fight for survival ...
"No restriction has been applied to advertising and none will be applied just because someone doesn't like advertising or
think advertising practices ought to be
reformed . . .
"Advertising is part of our communications system . . . It is essential . . . to the
attainment of a high standard of living.
Hence it has a vital role to play in modern
American life • . . We dare not destroy or
cripple our communications system in war
time and we have no remotest desire to do
so . . . The government recognizes advertising as a legitimate tool of business and
believes it has a useful role in our war
effort.
"What place, then, does advertising have
in a war economy? Is it simply doomed,
until the war ends .. . an instrument magnificent for peace but utterly useless in
tinie of war? . . . By no maens. Advertising still has an essential role to play. I
think it will help us to understand that role
if we very briefly examine the status which
our entire civilian economy is to have during
the war emergency."
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Favors Pay-AsGo Tax Method

Red Cross Train Bombed In Tunisia
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million wome
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war production work.
common cold. Medical science
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• • •
fought it for years and is yet or
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An intensive
campaign is to
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to isolate the germ that cause,
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month by Red
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graduate registered
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Aides to assist
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professional nurses
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In
Red Cross home
/111
within our bodies suitable to
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return!
He sat at the dinner table there,
teaching methods of
growth, we catch cold. That e
health and preventing protecting
With discontented frown,
may be chilling, overwork,
illness in
the home. Mr.
Jimmy McCaslin, Joby Loftus and
The potatoes and steak were underMcNutt, as Directsleep, carelessness in diet or 01:
or of Defense
Tom Simmons were still at Ft. Ben
done
Health and Welfare Services,
Harrison Monday morning, altho many
illness. If all of us would heed
And the bread was baked too brown.
announced that if
even minimum
of the other Princeton and Caldwell
The pie was sour, the pudding too
advice we've been given so of;
civilian and military needs of the
county selectees who left here last
sweet,
"Go to bed on the first sign of
nation are to
be met, 65,000
Thursday had received orders to
And the mincemeat much too fat,
young women
cold, isolating yourself from oth: must
leave, a telephonic communication reThe soup was greasy, too, and salt—
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nursing
persons," we might be successful. between June
ceived here advised. These men ap'Twas hardly fit for a cat.
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1, 1944.
parently are to get special assignlessening colds. Many serious
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ments, altho they hoped to go where
"I wish you could taste the bread and
nesses which often develop from
Calling on farmers
their friends were sent.
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for unpreneglected cold might then also
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I have seen my mother make;
avoided. But pressure of work, - President production in 1943,
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Roosevelt said food
Rosie says she is now convinced
crowded living conditions make already
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do you good,
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difficult for most of us to follow
North Africa is
Just to look at a slice of her cake."
saving energies a
advice.
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American troops
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Women Go Hatless
in English Churches

Treasury Now
Favors Pay-AsGo Tax Method

London (W)—Women and girls
may attend church hatless in at
least two of the largest dioceses
of the Church of England. One
is the diocese of the new Arch. onp—of—Geteste•FlAwyr-D.r-r Will.
iam Temple, primate of the
Anglican church, who issued
a pronunciamento altering traditional Catholic custom,
The London Church Times reported that although the Archbishop has no lawful authority
on such questions outside his
own diocese, that the popular
press has hailed the step as
another proof of the church's
readiness to adapt itself to th

(A WEEK OF THE WAR)
A Treasury Department state
eat said the simplest and most
ffective method of placing inividual income tax payments
n a current basis is collection
f the taxes at the source of the
iconic. Stanley S. Surrey, of
e Treasury Department, exlamed that if income tax colections at the source were made
pplicable at the normal (plus
rst bracket surtax) rate, vast
ajority of taxpayers—about 25
iillion of the estimated 35 milon, would be placed on a curnt basis and would also have
icir incomes automatically budete(l for them.
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"In view of the revolution in
social habits since the first century," The Times said, "no binding authority attaches to St.
Paul's admonition condemning
women who worship God with
uncovered heads."
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NewsFromThePast

This week, WMC Chairman
cNutt, announcing that four
illion women are now workg in war plants, predicted that
very short time one of every
ur workers in American war
dustries will be a woman. To
eet 1943 war production goals,
e number of 'women workers
ust increase, until by the end
the year, 6 million women
11 be engaged in war producn work.
• • •

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
alwho made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county
most 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
a
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published asthe
as
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
them
A Razor Scrap
Princeton, Ky., March 30, 1909
—Leonard Shelby and Gertie
McGoodwin, colored, engaged in

111.
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A Nice Gain
Princeton, Ky., May 9, 1905—
The Princeton Shoe Co. had a
n intensive campaign is to
gain of $500 In sales during the
launched this month by Red
month of April 1904. This is an
ss Nursing Service to recruit
indication that this popular shoe
000 graduate registered nurses
house is enjoying a nice inthe Army and Navy Nurse
crease in business under the
rps, 100,000 Red Cross Nurses
rential rains, Allied troops were management of M. R. Kevil.
es to assist professional nurses
still one mile from main enemy
• • •
civilian and government hospositions. In a daring commanAt Crider
Sang
students
Ls, and one million
do-type raid a picked force of - Princeton, Ky., Oct. 20, 1905—
Red Cross home nursing classes
jungle-trained Australians struck Upon invitation, little Miss Ruth
hing methods of protecting
within one of Japans biggest Pickering went to Crider Wedlth and preventing illness in
bases in Northeast New Guinea nesday afternoon to sing at the
home. Mr. McNutt, as Directand wiped out all the Japanese prayer meeting services of the
of Defense Health and Welthey found. The raid was at Bethlehem church. She returned
Services, announced that if
Mubo, 12 miles south of the big yesterday afternoon very much
minimum civilian and milienemy base of Salamanua on elated over her visit and effort
needs of the nation are to
the Huon Gulf, and was a two- at entertaining a large audience.
met, 65,000 young women
day operation by Australians
• • •
t enter schools of nursing
who had been operating in the
Gradatim Club
een June 30, 1943, and July
area for some time.
Princeton, Ky., May 19, 1905—
944.
• • •
• • •
The Gradatim Club met with
After the Navy identified as Mrs. Dique Eldred Monday. It
ailing on farmers for unprethe Hornet the aircraft carrier was an interesting lesson on
nted production in 1943,
sunk in the battle of Santa Cruz "Naples," led by Mrs. Orr. Mrs.
food
ident Roosevelt said
Islands October 26, 1492, Jap- Spink's paper, Tasso, his Love,
ady sent to the people of
anese propagandists attempted to poetry and madness, was splenh Africa is saving energies
exploit the American announce- did. Miss Hudson's music was
lives of American troops
ment by asserting that the
. Food, he said, is a weapon
Hornet brought the North Amerital war and the record crop
can bombers for the air attack
American
by
uced last year
on Tokyo last April 18. A Tokyo
ers is a major victory of
broadcast recorded by the OWI
United Nations. Attainment
that the sinking of the
declared
e 1943 food goals would
carrier was "revenge for the
a 12 percent increase
raid," adding that Japanese air
1942) in livestock and
units had been concentrating on
tock products, a 4 percent
this ship.
ase in total agricultural
uction, and a total food
ction increase of about 6
nt.
• • •
Allies have opened an air
sive against Gen. Rommel's
in
Korps
tine
Afrika
Allied fighter and bombanes carried the battle to
ata and to Tripoli. Meanactivity in Tunisia conwith Allied air forces
hard against the Axis
1 towns and French reportins in the southern sector.
• • •

Service Insurance
Agency
INSURANCE OF ALL
KINDS
W. C. Sparks

New Guinea, U. S. and
lian troops continue to
lowly in on the tight little
e stronghold at Sananpoint. Hampered by tor-

Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky
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literary Guidepost
By John Selby
Associated Press Features
"Let The People Know," by
__Norman Angell
One of the shrewdest-17o-ai
about the war that has been
written so far is Sir Norman Angell's "Let the People Know," a
January Book-of-the-Month. It
is not only shrewd—it is tough
and hard-hitting, and fair.
Sir Norman is a short Englishman with bright blue eyes and
a keen forensic sense. He worked six years as a very young
man all over this country, most
of the time as an itinerant farmhand, and he has never lost
touch with us since—indeed, he
lives on the upper West Side
of New York at the moment. So
that what he writes has two
flavors: the taste of England
and the taste of the United
States.
"Let the People Know" is
simply a statement of the isolationist case, with an answer. It

At The Fair
Princeton, Ky., Aug. 19, 1904—
Quite a little party left here
Tuesday morning for a week or
ten days visit to the St. Louis
Exposition. Those composing the
par,ty were Mr. and Mrs. John
Young, Mrs. Grace Brown, Dr.
F. J. Sullivan, Misses Lucy
Jacob, Rubie and Bessie Castleberry, Birch Cummins, Nelly
Nabb, Mary McGowan and Eula
Tandy. They were contemplating
a big time.
• • •
Fell In A Cistern
Princeton, Ky., May 20, 1904—
Monday morning of last week
a great deal of excitement was
occasioned by a horse falling in a
cistern on the old Pepper lot. It
was one of W. J. Glover's horses,
and after two or three hours
hard work, R. F. Dorr with a
crew of men succeeded in raising the horse out by the aid of
a block and tackle. The cistern
being very large and containing
a great deal of water the horse
was not hurt by the fall.
• • •

Is the only book of its sort I Knives Take
have read which seems absolute- A Knifing
Washington (1P)—Meat preparr
ly free from the tendency to put
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ed
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.
destroyed
be
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oneabout
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This
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third
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readef wonders why the author
diffinew
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The multitude of cutting op"slanted" toward England or for
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that matter toward anything ex- erations has placed
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knife
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Designed To Flatter And
Relax You!

HOUSECOATS
Flattering Styles!
Gracious Prints!
Charming Colors!

Is Yours A V Home?
• • • !MIN

Here is the test of the Victory
Home:
Is it clean, bright and cheerful
... a place of refuge for those
who are working hard?
Aro house repairs attended to
promptly, to ovoid costlier repairs later?
Is everyone in it doing something to help win the war?
Are tin cans, old metals, fabrics, and other such materials
salvaged for war needs?
Do you, who manage your
borne, patch, repair, mend, remodel., everything you can?
Do you plan to make every
penny do its job? Do you
shop only where you can get
the best for your money?
Do you buy your large-cost
items on the lay-Away Plan,
so that your expenditures may
be spread out thin, to keep
budgets balanced, and War
Bonds flowing into the house?
Is yours a V home . . . the
kind of home that will help
win thee war?

Pamper yourself with one of
these lovely cotton housecoats! Rich, floral prints on
smart, crisp cotton in tie-back,
wrap-around or midriff styles.
Fitted! Graceful! Sizes 12 to
44.

The Home Medicine Chest can become an important civilian defense weapon. According to the consumer Division of the O.P.A. the home medicine chest
should contain the following items. Check your supplies today.

Burn Remedy — Aspirin
Antiseptic
Aromatic Spirits of Ammonia
Mild Laxative
Indigestion Remedy
Emetic
Adhesive Tape
Bandages -- Sterile Gauze
Tweezers
Thermometer
OTHER DRUG STORE NEEDS
Cosmetics, Baby Goods, etc.

DRESSES
$1.98
l'hese perky new
cottons have a
full share of
beautiful styling!
Classic shirtwaist styles, . . .
iovelty types and
smart casuals in
spun rayon. 12
to 44.

Faille or Morocco Grain

HANDBAGS
$1.98
Popular spring colors in smart
new styles!

GLOVES
98c
Half cape and half rayon
smart colors!

With Ail
The Zest
Of Spring!

4
iii

Girls' Sport

JACKETS
$3.98
Solid color or
plaid wool crepe.

$2.49
$2.98
$3.49

Girls' Plaid

SKIRTS
$2.98
Wool-and-rayon
plaids.
Colorful! Feminine!

DRESSES
Choose this rayon jersey
charmer with the casual neckline, the deep midriff to accent the new high-but-smooth
waistline! 10 to 15.

Blouses
69c
Sturdy cotton.—
Girls' sizes.

New And Gay For 1943!
Prettiest Dress-Up Pumps—Smart Sport
Casuals!—Comfortable Spectators!
Three feminine lovelies with a flare for
commanding admiration! A black gabardine
pump with sparkling plastic plaque . . . a
tailored pump in turftan kid with pyramid
heel . . . and another pump in kid with
high heels.

Styles For All Your
Rooms!

FOR MEDICINE CHEST NEEDS
••

Gay, Cotton

New
Spring
Shoes!

Princeton, Ky., June 3, 1904—
Miss Katie Mae Landrum left
Wednesday night for New York,
where she was joined by a party
of eight class-mates and two
chaperones for a tour of England, Scotland, France and Italy.
They sailed from New York today. Miss Landrum graduated
last week at Ward's Seminary
in Nashville in a class of fortythree pupils.

Your Shopping
LIST

,y

training
e are 24
the Un
in
y pilots

and failing to make good, they
were placed in the lockup. The
arresting officer was S. J. Rucleer.
• • •

a difficulty yesterday, in which
Gertie used a razor on Leonard,
right sharply. His coat and pants
were cut to pieces, but the only
blood drawn was from a swipe
across his cheek bone. Both
were fined $20 and costs each,

Also Loans Up To $300 on Furniture, Auto
Of
os are mainly
admiXtw'
some
ith
Chinese.

beautiful and enjoyed by all. An
elegant lunch was served by the
hostess. Guests for the afternoon were Miss Hudson, Paris,
Ky., and Mrs. Glover. Members
present were Mesdames Shattuck, Orr, Brown, 0. P. Eldred, Shelly Eldred, Spink, Short,
Dique Eldred, Kevil, Stegar;
Misses McGoodwin, Tomlison,
Ratliff, Jones and Mamie Pettit.
• • •

REUNITED; JOE TO ENLIST—"We're very happy about it,"
smiled Mrs. Di Maggio; "Everything is straightened out," grinned
Yankee slugger Joe Di Maggio, in announcing the patching up of
marital differences, just after Mrs. Di Maggio had completed
legal residence at Reno, Nev., for a contemplated divorce. Simultaneously, Joe disclosed his intention to give up baseball for the
duration and join the armed forces. Here the reunited couple
AP Telemat
kiss and make up at Reno.

Americans are already subject
one withholding tax—the
ictory tax. Treasury officials
ye pointed out that withholdg, in this case, is a collection
vice rather than a tax in itII, designed to help the taxpaypay his 1943 Victory tax when
falls due, in March 1944.
• • •
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CURTAINS
SPRING
COATS
and
SUITS
$10.90
to
$16.50
Swagger coats,
reefers, and casual or dressy
styles. Dres smaker or mantailored suit s.
All - wool shetland or gabardine.

98c to $1.98
See these room fresheners! Curtains for
every room in your
house—and all at one
low money - saving
price!
PRISCILLAS—Of airy
marquisette. With
ruffles.
COTTAGE SETS—Of
crisp cotton.
TAILORED PAIRS—
Interesting weaves.
NET PANELS—In
lacy weaves.

Dress Up Your Favorite Suit

BLOUSES
$1.29

;

Make Penney's
your curtain
headquarters! —
You'll find just
the right styles
at just the right
prices!

Add Charm To Your Living
Room!

U.

Slipcover and Drapery Fabric

Hollowell's
Phone 1

yard . . 69c & 79c
Smooth rayon in smart tailored styles for spring! Long
sleeved, with trim cuffs. White
—pastels!

Choose a floral framed pattern,
a striped floral design or an allover motif. Lovely flower shades
on neutral background. 36-in.

* PENNEY'S . . . SUPPLIES FOR THE HOME FRONT *

Thursday, January 21, 1943
The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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Deaths - Funerals State Magazine City's Policemen
Mrs. W. D. Creasey
Goes To Fighters

F

----At the
Churches

Funeral services for Mrs. W
D. Creasey, 62, who died Mon-her_ home ,,in_the CrossOGDEN
roads section were held Jan. 20,
METHODIST CHURCH
2 p.m. with the Rev. C. P.
R. S. Denton, Pastor
Brooks, officiating. Mrs. Creasey
9:45 A. M. Sunday School.
had been a member of • this
11:00 A. M. "Results of Pray- church for 50 years. She is
survived by her husband, four
7:00 P. M. "Halfway Repent- daughters and two sons. Burial
ance."
was in Crossroads Cemetery.
6:15 P. M. Youth Fellowship
service.
Kirk

Myrtle

Dr. Hallie C. Watt

at Princeton Shoe Co.
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The whole
shocking expose
of a strange, sinister
city-within-a-city,!
right here in America!

Four students from Caldwell
county have enrolled at Murray
State Teachers College for the
began
winter quarter, which
January 6, and will close March
30. They are Margaret Vernell
Boaz, a senior; Dorothy Louise
Worrell,
Jones and Elizabeth
freshmen.
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE
All persons having claims
against the estate of C. H. Drenan, deceased, are requested to
present same to lime properly
proven, on or before March 1,
1943, and all persons indebted
to said estate will please settle
same on or before that date.
Maggie M. Dunbar,
Executrix of the Estate
3t
of C. H. Drenan.
A special railroad test car detests and marks faults in the
track over which it passes.
Early railway track weighed
50 pounds per yard; today most
lines use 130-pound rails.

NASH, 4-door Sedan,
1939 model. Tires in Good
condition . . . Bargain for
cash.
Wm. G. Pickering.
Everybody reads the Lea,H,
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Regardless of your requirements you
will find us well equipped to service
your footwear needs. Our stock is
complete in sizes and
widths and priced to meet
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A REAL "LIFT" IN JUST

In which 'Phooie Boy' makes love to 'Oomph Girl'
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MERRIE MELODY CARTOON and Chapter Eleven
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Your favorite radio
rogues... in what
you'll agree is your
favorite comedy!
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Go ahead and kiss
him Ann!
It's only a moving
Picture!
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World
Masonic Meeting
As early as May, 1917, in
outmutinous
of Clinton Lodge called*
were
Meeting
there
War 1,
for 7 P. M. Friday, January 22
breaks in the German Navy.
1943 to confer the Fellowcraft
called
The woodchuck is also
Degree. Brethren please take
mara groundhog or American
notice. Visiting brothers welmot.
come.
Prire_ Masi.
G. W. Towery, Secretary
Symptoms of Distress Arising trews

(Continued from Page One)
this commission.
Mark Cunningham presented
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The audit showed $1,184.36 mothers employed
101111811S01111.
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0,
nLim....
t f"1, on
Akfor.rv
tofxsaci
and Marine Corps training camps uncollected water bills, and un- sential to the war effort." Funds due
throughout the Nation. The new collected taxes extending back for this purpose are available
‘taaiitGSTORE
UO
distribution was gained by elim- for a period of 5 years totaled under the Lanham Act, when eiDulANTS
asS
W
inating mailings to tourist bu- $5,852.24. The audit also showed required conditions are met, the WYLIE & McCLELLAND, Inc.
reaus, motor clubs, resorts, re- the city's total indebtedness ag- communication said.
sorts and travel agencies now gregates $86,384.64, with $83,000
All members of the Council
virtually out of business because in bonds and the remainder attended the session presided
except A.
of the war.
borrowed money from the Bob- over by Mayor Cash,
The Winter number of "In bie Nichols Trust Fund. During P. Yates, who is employed at
Kentucky" magazine will con- the year $2,000 of funding bonds Morganfield.
tain brief articles and numerous were paid.
illustrations in rotogravure showCahokia Mound, in Illinois, is
The mayor read a communiing a variety of Kentuckiana, cation from the Works Projects the largest prehistoric earthwork
including features about Custer, Administration which stated that in America.
Civil War days in Lexington,
Kentucky Parks at War, Hunting
and Fishing in Wartime, Racing's
Contribution to the War, Louisville Museum, Joel Hart, Cumberland National Forest and
others, all typical of the BlueSATURDAY
grass State.
A. M. — Night Show Starts at 6 P. M.
11:45
Distribution of the Kentucky
at
Starts
Matinee
magazine to the training camps
is in response to demand from
public relations officers and is
intended to help create a backlog of interest in the State which
will cause many persons to plan
vacations here when war ends
and motor travel can be resumed.

Funeral services for Myrtle
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Kirk, colored, who died at her
J. G. Cothran, Minister
home here Monday afternoon,
Sunday School at 9:45.
were held Wednesday. She was
Morning Worship at 11. Sermabout 50 and is survived by a
on theme, "The Church Which
Crider,
Odessa
neice, Mary
Jesus Built on the Offensive."
the
Princeton. Burial was in
Baptist Training Departments
colored section of Cedar Hill
meet at 6:15.
Cemetery.
Evening Worship at 7:30. Serand
mon theme, "The Minister
His Message for this Day."
Prayer meeting at 7:30 Wednesday evening.
Homemakers' Schedule
Training School for the TrainHopkinsville Road, 2:30 p.m.,
ing Union Feb. 8-12.
Friday, with Mrs. J. F. Graham.
You are invited to come and
Cobb, 2:00 p.m., Tuesday, with
worship with us in all of our Mrs. H. P. White.
services.
Fredonia, 2:00 p.m., Wednesday with Mrs. William Young.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Eddy Creek, 2:00 p.m., ThursChas. P. Brooks, Minister
day with Mrs. Wylie Brown.
Bible School, 9:40.
Worship, 10:55.
Eddyville Road
The Communion Service each
Mrs. L. C. Lisman entertainLord's Day. The Sermon by the
Eddyville Road Homemakers
ed
Minister.
at their regular meeting held
The Evening Worship, 7:00.
afternoon, Mrs. Henry
Wednesday, Friday
Service
Prayer
chairman, had
club
Sevison,
7:30 o'clock.
charge of the session. Reports of
salvage collection, a home nursOTTER POND BAPTIST
recreation
a
.ing lesson and
F. M. Masters, Pastor
period included in the program.
services
preaching
Regular
Members of this group reported
Saturday and Sunday. After the
they had sold approximately 20
sermon at 11 o'clock, followed pounds of salcage fat in Deby observing the Lord's supper. cember.
A welcome to all.
Games were directed by Mrs.
Arch Martin. The meeting was
SECOND BAPTIST
concluded with group songs led
Sunday School 9:45.
by Mrs. Sevison.
were
Preaching 7:00 P. M.
Mrs. Lisman's guests
'Despising the Church of Mesdames Arnold Wells, Dennie
God."
Freeman, W. H. Beck, J. W.
Strangers and visitors always Hollingsworth, Charles Hubbard,
welcomed.
Charles Rowland, G. C. Hays,
Gene Hays, Arch Martin, H. J.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Watson, Lyman Kilgore, Herman
Brown, Henry Sevison, Miss Alta
Chas. Lancaster, Minister
Bible Study 10 a.m.
Gresham, Cyrena Gresham and
Wednesday Nancy Scrugham.
meeting
Prayer
7:30 p.m.'
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
All persons knowing themselves indebted to E. L. Pickerine, deceased, will pay same on
or before February 15, 1943, and
all persons having claims against
said decedent will present same
properly proven on or b efore
OPTOMETRIST
February 15, 1943.
Wm. G..,Pickering,
E. Main St.
Phone 250
Administrator, E. L.
Pickering. deceased.
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School Children
Need Plenty Of
Good Milk

Woman's Club To
Hold Business Session

The Woman's Club will meet
F, 1.1.1y afternoon, January 22,
at 3 00, o'clock at the George
Coon Memorial Library, it was
arnnunced Wednesday by Mrs.
C. H. Jaggers, president. The
purpose of the meeting will be
for a regular business session.
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Yes, sirree, neighbors,
you're In for a good laugh
•
when Lum courts ZaSu
Thet gal sure looks good
needs
to him.•Must be he
my glassed
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he's snored by
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or O'Shea • Louise Currie

learn----is
An important lesson For every boy and girl to
ntial in everythat milk is one of the nutritional Foods esse
ton mothers
one's diet--always. And a lesson most Prince
than Golden
have learned is that there is no finer milk
Guernsey.

SLEEP POORLY':
NO APPETITE?

Mc KESION & NOSIINS, INC.

IL BACHELOR

•••

NERVOUS?

ONEY RACK IF BEXEL DOESN'T GIVE YOU
A REAL "LIFT" IN JUST 10 DAYSI

Sexet

VITAMIN 6 COMPLEX CAPSULES

SAMPLE DRESSES

Golden Guernsey
Pasteurized Milk Is At
The Head Of It's
Class

TIRED?

I hete conditions may be the signs of
tarn i n B deficiency. Take Bezel Vitamin
It Complex Capsules daily. Bezel Capsules
Ire high unit and pleasant tasting.

ABNER
THE

THE VITALITY
OF CHILDREN

The Woman's Council of the
First Christian Church held its
regular monthly Fellowship dinner Monday night, Jan. 18 in
the church basement, with fifty
members present.
Mrs.
Following the dinner
Clifton Pruett, the Council president presided during the business session, followed by the
business session. A most interesting program was presented by
the program chairman, Mrs. Alton Templeton. The program was
opened by the group singing
Christian Soldiers."
"Onward
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government regulations limiting the cost of prod

DONT ENVY

Woman's Council Has
Fellowship Dinner

in

can you wear a size 12?

=

Remember: Pasteurized Milk is letter for Health-Health Is Necessary for Victory!

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
Main at Cadiz St.

Phone 161

er . . . if you are
First shown to Wicarson buyers. They are bett

One-Of-A-Kind
kind in the whole
conscious. What a break . . . anly one of a
el these exclusive
wide world! . . . Phyllis of Wicarson will mod
frocks daily as long as they last.

17.95 to 24.95
ing. They are quarrty
Our selection of Sweaters are most outstand
y seasons from now.
sweaters that will retain their good looks man
made to fit trimly of the
They're soft as a kitten's ear and expertly
finest yarns.

Exclusively yours,
itsnagmotmomdmoilautoo.
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WICARSON
(Incorporated)

Hopkinsville, Ky.

E. Ninth Street

40's-980 • 100'5—$1.98 =
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at the time of adoption of a
lish language, and duties of LIST; APPOINTMENTS FROM the right to have subpoenaed, in POSE OF; REWARDS AND shall be applicable to the paySECTION 16. PERSONS ENrepeal ordinance shall revert
cemen. Every member of LIST; RULES AND REGULA- his behalf, any witnesses he may GIFTS; INVESTMENT. The ment of pensions under Section.1 TITLED TO BENEFITS. No
back to the city's general fund.
pOlice department shall be TIONS; COMPENSATION OF desire, upon furnishing their city council may appropriate out to Section 23, herein.
reentitled
'to
person shall be
All other unexpended monies or
qualified voter of the city COMMISSIONERS. Said civil names to the clerk of said body, of the general fund of the -said
SECTION 12. DISABILITY, ceive any pension from the said
the
Princeton, Ky., and shall be service commission shall conduct and the action and decision of city each month an amount equal RETIREMENT AND DEATH' pension fund under Section 1 property which has come into
said pension fund's hands shall
and
unand
write
examination
of
persons
for
read
an
shall
to
to the monthly amount paid into BENEFITS. If any member of to Section 23 herein except a
said body on said charges
be liquidated by said board of
stand the English language, appointment as members of the be reduced to writing and shall said fund by the policemen's the police department, while in regularly retired member or a
trustees in the following manner:
have such other general police department each time a be entered in a book to be kept salaries as a fund for the pen- the performance of his duty, be- regular member in the said
alifications as may be pre- vacancy shall occur in said de- for that purpose by the clerk sioning of any policeman who comes temporarily or totally dis- police department, his widow, or All unexpended monies in the
said pension fund which acpartment. The mayor shall notify of said city council, and the has served in the police depart- abled, physically or mentally, children under the age of fouribed.
cumulated thereto by assessapshall
be
No
person
commissioners
each
time
a
2)
the
written charges filed in ,this ment for at least a period of for services by reason of service teen years, or dependent mother
ments from policemen's salaries
nted a member of the police vacancy occurs in said depart- matter shall be preserved and twenty years or more, provided in such department, the board of or father.
and gifts, or accumulated thereartm?.nt unless he is well ment and said commissioner shall securely attached to the book the applicant has reached his trustees shall order the paySECTION 17. BOOKS AND
to
in any manner except apown to be a man of sobriety within the two weeks follow- containing the city council's de- fifty-first birthday, and all mem- ment to such disabled member, ACCOUNTS OF TREASURER;
propriations from the said city's
integrity, and has been and ing the receipt of such notice cisions.
bers of the police department monthly during such disability, BOND. The treasurer of the
general fund, shall revert back
an orderly, law-abiding citi- hold an examination for per(2) In cases where the mayor shall be entitled to be credited not to exceed one year, from board of trustees of the policeto the active or retired police, nor shall any person be sons seeking appointment to such or chief has probable cause to with the service rendered con- such pension fund, not exceeding men's pension fund shall be the
men and dependents who have
pointed as a member of said vacancy after giving notice at believe that a member of the tinuously prior to the adoption of sixty dollars per month, the said custodian of said pension fund
qualified under Section 1 to
lice or firZ department on ac- least five days prior to the police department has been guil- this ordinance by the City of amount to be determined by the and shall securely and safely
23 in such city. In the division
nt of any political, partisan holding of such examination in ty of any misconduct justifying Princeton, to the eligibility of board of trustees, provided such keep the same, subject to the
to the beneficiaries, the board of
vice rendered by him or on some newspaper of general cir- removal or punishment, he may the twenty-year, or more, period member, during the same period, control and direction of said
trustees shall use in the division
ount of political sentiments or culation in the city. Within one suspend said member from duty, for pension, not less than three is paid no salary as such mem- board, and shall keep his or her
of said fund the per centum of
iliations, or who is under week following the holding of or from both pay and duty, years nor to exceed
police
fifteen ber. If any member of the
books and accounts concerning
the
present salaries of such memnty-one years of age or over said examination, said commiss- pending said trial, and said years of previous service, and department, while in the per- such fund in such manner as
bers. After all 'disbursements
ty, unless the applicant has ioners shall certify to the legis- member shall not be placed on for the further purpose of pen- formance of his duty, becomes may be prescribed by the board
have been made of said fund by
d as much as five years' ex- lative body the names of the duty or allowed pay thereafter sioning any member of the mentally or physically perman- and the said books and accounts
the board of trustees, the said
rience as a regular policeman three persons
receiving
the until the charges are heard by police department who may be- ently disabled by reason of ser- shall always be subject to the
board of trustees shall file, as
is not over fifty-five years highest grades. The city council the city council. The said body come permanently crippled while vice in said department, said inspection of the board or any
their last act, a complete report
age. No member of the police may appoint any one of said shall fix punishment against a in the service and on duty, and board of trustees shall retire member thereof. The treasurer
of same with said legislative
partment shall be removed or three persons to said depart- member of the police depart- for the further purpose of pen- such disabled member from ser- shall, within ten days after his
body within thirty days, and
charged or reduced in grade ment. Provided, however, that ment found guilty of any charge sioning the widow or dependent vice in said department, provid- appointment or election, execute
report shall be kept in the
pay for any political partisan in the event a vacancy thereaf- under Section 1 to Section 23, children under the age of four- ed no such retirement on ac- a bond to the city with good such
office of the city clerk as other
mion. The appointment and ter occurs in said department, herein, by reprimand or or sus- teen years of age, or either of count of disability shall occur and sufficient surety, in such
city records.
ntinuance itipon the police de- or additions thereto of regular pension for any length of time them, of any member of the unless said member has con- penal sum as the city council
SECTION 22. CONDITIONS OF
rtment shall depend solely or substitute
policemen
are in their judgment, not to exceed said department who may lose tracted said disability while on shall direct, to be approved by
PENSIONS FOR VOLUNTARY
on the ability and willingness made, within one year following six months, or by reducing the his life while in the service and duty in the service of said police the legislative body of said
RETIREMENT. No policeman
a person to comply with the the certification of said names, grade, if the accused be chief, on active duty, and all rewards, department, and upon such re- city, conditioned for the faithshall be entitled to the benefits
es of the said department and the city council shall fill said or by combining any two or more fees, 'proceeds or gifts a n d tirement the board of trustees ful performance of the duties of
herein provided incidental to
perform the duties of said de- vacancy or make such additions of said punishments, or by re- emoluments that may be paid shall order the payment to such his or her office, and that he or
voluntary retirement from said
rtment. No appointment to or from the list of names certified. moval or dismissal from the ser- or given on account of extra- disabled member, monthly, from she will safely keep and well
department on account of servntinuance as a member of the The commissioners shall make vice of any such member of the ordinary service of any member such pension fund, a sum equal and truthfully account for all
unless he shall have been
lice department shall be as a all rules and regulations for the police department, No member of said department shall be paid to one-half of the monthly salary money and properties which may ice,
a
employed continuously for
ward for political activity nor proper conduct of their office. of the police department except into the treasury to the credit of such member was receiving at come into his or her hands as
period of at least five years
obtained by political services The civil service commissioners as provided in Section 1 to Sec- the policemen's pension fund. the date of his retirement, pro- such treasurer; and that, upon
from and after the date of the
contributions to campaign shall receive a salary each of tion 23 shall be reprimanded, The payment so made, together vided such member has had the expiration of his or her
of this ordinance by
rlds, nor shall any member of one dollar per annum, paid out removed, suspended, or dismiss- with the appropriation shall con- twelve or more years' constant term of office, he or she will passage
the city council, and the amount
d department pay or collect of the city's general fund, and ed from the department until stitute and be kept as a fund to service in said department. Any surrender and deliver to his or
of such sum paid to such memassessments made by poli- for their services and the ex- written charges have been made, be called the "Policemen's Pen- member of the said police de- her successor all bonds, securiber shall be fixed by the board
al organizations, or contribute penses of holding any one ex- or preferred against him, and a sion Fund," and the said board partment who has less than ties, and all enexpended monies
of trustees payable monthly, not
political campaign funds, or amination by the commissioners trial had as herein provided.
service
may
of
constant
which
of trustees of the policemen's twelve years
or other properties
to exceed one-half of the salary
unduly active in politics or after due notice by the mayor
SECTION 6. APPEALS TO pension fund is hereby declared in the said department and be- have come into his or her hands
was in receipt of
irk for the election of candi- has been given to the chairioan COURTS. (1) Any member of to be the trustee of said fund, comes disabled for service and as treasurer of said fund. Said such member
the time of voluntary retireat
Aes for office.
of the said commission that a the police department who shall and they shall have power, and eligible for retirement under this bond shall be filed in the office
ment. The payments fixed by
(3) The examination and quail- vacancy occurs in said depart- be found guilty by the city coun- it shall be their duty, from time section shall receive monthly of the city clerk, as other bonds,
said trustees to such members
cations provided for in this ment and after the eligible list cil of any charges as hereinbefore to time, to invest the same in such sum from such pension and may be sued on in the
shall not exceed one year.
tion shall not apply to the has been exhausted, shall be provided, shall have the right to in whole or in part, as they shall fund fixed by the board of said name of the said city, for the
SECTION 23. This ORDINembers of the regular police paid by the legislative body appeal to the circuit court of the deem most advantageous for the trustees any amount not to ex- use of said board of trustees, or
ANCE shall take effect when
epartment at this time, who out of the city's general fund, county in which said city may objects of said fund; and they ceed one-half of the amount in the name of the board of
signed, recorded and published
ave been continuously in the not to exceed ten dollars.
be located, provided the pun- are empowered to make all the which such member of the police trustees, or any person or per
as required by law, and all
rvice for a period of three
OR
REMOVAL
there5.
more
receiving
in
breach
SECTION
ishment be a suspension of
injured by a
necessary contracts and to pursue department was
ordinances or parts of ordinears.
REDUCTION IN GRADE; than thirty days, or a reduction all the necessary remedies in the monthly salary at the date of of. The premium on said bond
ances in conflict herewith are
(4) Members of the police de- GROUNDS; PROCEDURE; in grade or a removal or dis- premises.
his retirement. If any member shall be paid out of said pension
hereby repealed.
artment otherwise
qualified SUSPENSION; PUNISHMENT. missal from the police departSECTION 9. MANAGEMENT of said police department shall, fund in the manner provided in
Duly passed and enacted by
der this law shall hold their (1) No member of the police de- ment, but the enforcement of OF FUND; ASSESSMENTS while in the performance of his Section 1 to Section 22 for exthe City Council of the City of
ositions during good behavior, partment shall be removed from the judgment of said body un- AGAINST SALARIES OF PO- duty, be killed or die as a result pending sums.
Princeton, Kentucky, this 18th
rovided, however, that the pro- the department or reduced in der such charges shall not be LICEMEN. Said board of trustees of an injury received in the
SECTION 18. WARRANTS
day of January, 1943, at a regusions of Section 1 to 23 shall grade upon any reason except suspended pending said appeal. of the policemen's pension fund line of his duty, or of any disease FOR SUMS DUE PENSION
lar meeting of the City Council
ot prevent the said city legis- inefficiency, misconduct, insubor(2) Upon the request of the shall have the exclusive control contracted by reason of his oc- FUND. It shall be the duty of
of the City of Princeton, Ky.
ative body from increasing or dination or violation of law, or party accused, the clerk of said and management of the said cupation, or shall die from any such officer or officers of the
W. L. CASH, Mayor.
ecreasing the number of police- violation of the rules adopted body shall file a certified copy fund and all monies donated, cause whatsoever as a result of said city as are designated by
ATTEST:
en, as may be deemed proper for the department. Any person of the charges made and the paid or assessed for the relief his services in said department, law, to draw warrants on the
Garland Quisenberry,
rom time to time, and in the may prefer charges against a judgment or the findings of the or for pensioning retired, crip- and while in said service, or af- treasurer of said city, on request
City Clerk.
vent the said city legislative member of the police department said body in the circuit court; pled or disabled members of the ter having served continuously in writing by said board of
Published January 21, 1943.
ody decreases the number of which must be filed in the of- which transcript having been police department or the widows for twelve years shall die while trustees, payable to the treasurer
olicemen, the youngest member fice of the mayor, who shall filed, the cause shall be docketed .nd dependent children under the in the service or on the retired of said board of trustees for all
A newly-designed oceangoing
n point of service shall be the thereupon
said in the circuit court and tried de age of fourteen years of depend- list from any cause, and shall funds belonging to said pension
communicate
diesel engine weighs one-fifth as
irst to be reduced and return- charges without delay to the city novo by the judge of said court. ent fathers or mothers of any leave a widow, or child or child- fund as aforesaid.
much as standard diesels of the
d to the eligible list and to ad- council. Said charges must be Should the clerk of said body members of the department kill- ren under the age of fourteen
SECTION 19. WARRANTS
same horsepower.
ance according to the rules and written, signed by the perSon fail to certify and transmit the ed in the service, while in line years, said board of trustees FOR PAYMENTS FROM PENegulations of said department. making the charges and mus transcript aforesaid to the cir- of duty, and shall assess each shall direct the payment from SION FUND. All monies ordered
SECTION 3. APPOINTMENT set out with clearness and dis cuit court within five days after member of the police depart- said pension fund, monthly, to to be paid from said pension
F CIVIL SERVICE COMMIS- tinctness each and every charge the request is made for same, ment not exceeding three and such widow, while unmarried, fund to any person or persons
S I0 N;
QUALIFICATIONS; It shall be the duty of the then the party aggrieved may one-half percent of the salary of the sum of thirty dollars, an shall be paid by the treasurer
TERM; VACANCIES; OFFIC- mayor and each member of the file an affidavit in the said cir- such member, to be deducted for each child until it reaches of the board of trustees only
ES; OATH. The mayor, by and city council, whenever probabl cuit court, setting out as fully and withheld from the month- the age of fourteen years, six upon warrants signed by the
Creomulsion relieves promptly beWith the approval of the city cause appears, to prefer charges as possible the charges made, ly pay of each member so as- dollars, and, if no widow or president of said board and
cause it goes right to the seat of the
council, shall appoint three against any member of th the time of trial by said court sessed, the same to be placed child or children, to the depend- counter-signed by the secretary trouble to help loosen and expel
aid nature
citizens, who have been taxpay- police department whom he o and the judgment of said body, by the treasurer of the city of ent father and mother to be thereof, and no warrant shall be germ laden phlegm, and tender,
into soothe and heal raw,
ers and voters of the city for she believes to have been guilt together with the statement of Princeton to the credit of such paid as follows: If the father be drawn except by order of the flamed
bronchial mucous memfive years previous to their ap- of any conduct justifying hi the facts that the demand for fund, subject to the order of dead, the mother shall receive board, after having been duly branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulsion with the unpointment, and who shall not be removal or punishment in th transcript had been made upon such board.
the entire thirty dollars, and if entered on the records of the derstanding you must like the way it
less than thirty years of age, interest of public order. Th the clerk of said body more
SECTION 10. RULES AND the mother be dead, the father proceedings of the board of quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.
Who shall constitute the civil charges thus filed shall be writ than five days before the filing REGULATIONS;
DECISIONS shall receive the entire thirty trustees.
Service commission of said city. ten and shall set out with dim. of said affidavit. Upon the ON APPLICATIONS FOR PEN- dollars, and if both be living,
SECTION 20. REPORT OF
Such appointees shall originally tinctness and clearness an filing of said
affidavit in SIONS; RECORDS. The said each shall receive fifteen dollars. TRUSTEES TO CITY COUNCIL. for Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis
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How To Relieve
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Pond Owners Can
Get More Fish
By Fertilization

FREDONIA NEWS

At Cornick's

Laban Perryman, Dawson.
.(By Rachel Turley)
Mrs. Robert Yeager, LouisMrs. Charles Young was guest
ville, is visiting relatives here. of Mrs. Ernest Baker, of Crider
You'll find these special bargains in the sanN
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Parish, Sunday night.
State Agency Tells
Mrs. Keith Perkins spent last
gasoline you'll find elsewhere. Drive in ioday
quality
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Phelps and
weekend with her parents, Mr.
our products a test.
give
and
How Meat Shortage
children, Wanda Lee and Phillip,
and Mrs. John Blackburn in
Mr.
and
Mrs. Dave Perkins and
Can Be Eased
the Flat Rock community.
daughter, June, were
dinner
On Farms
Miss Bonnie Jean King, who
guests Sunday of Mn and Mrs.
Frankfort, Jan. '20—With the
has been absent from school due
Aubra Litchfield.
Regular Gas (first)
171
/
2c
domestic meat shortage acute
illness is Alale—to be back.
Mrs. Byrd M. Guess and grand- to
Ethyl Gas
throughout the country federal
daughter, Jackie, spent Friday
conservation officials are urging
Artificial Hands '
White Gas
161
/
2c
in Hopkinsville.
farmers to build new ponds foi
Kerosene
9c
Mrs. C. Y. Williams, Russell- Handy For Worker
the production of fish for table
Cardiff, Wales (JP) — Edward
ville, returned home Sunday.
Oil
qt. 15c
use and for this same reason th(
She had been visiting Mrs. Kelly T. Mitchell, who lost both hands
Two gallon can
$1.10
Division of Game and Fish
Landes and Mrs. Sam Hower- in a gun explosion, has an artifipasses on instructions for ferticial pair supplied by the Ministry
ton.
lization of farm ponds, which
I have just received my New 1943 Wallpaper
of Pensions. Chief clerk in a
Mrs.
Issiah
Butler,
Salem,
will work in either new or old
SaM
l'riced from 6e to 60 per roll. Come in today
pies.
spent last weekend with Mr. laundry, he can write, handle
ponds and will tend to increase
and let me serve you.
telepho
the
index
ne
and
cards
and Mrs. J. E. Hillyard and
output of fish at very little cost.
and is handy with a knife and
other relatives.
1. Use type of fertilizer in
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ray, Sr., fork at home.
pond as recommended by Counvisited Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ray
ty Agent for your particular
Thieves Make
Jr., Pride Station, Tuesday.
type of soil for cultivation of
Miss Pat Perkins, Flint, Mich., Restaurant Haul
tobacco, corn or wheat. Soil in
London (JP)—Enfield district
Mrs. Verna Grubbs, Cincinnati,
a particular area may contian
Ohio; Miss Elizabeth Drisco, council has reported that during
enough of a certain substance,
Iuka, recently visited Mr. and the year the four local British
R. B. Williams, Mgr.
but may be lacking in another
Mrs. Keith Perkins and other restaurants have lost 1,208 cups
that is essential. Types of fertiand mugs, 1,638 forks, 725
relatives.
lizer most often used for pond
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Bennett, knives, 3,319 plates, 1,012 saucers,
fertilization are superphosphate,
London Animals
Early Roman vessi•
Kuttawa, were visitors
here 1,412 spoons and 1,110 tumblers Get Rest Centers
sheep manure, cottonseed meal,
carried baskets at th,, a.
times
through
thefts.
bonemeal, soybean meal, or nit- ACTRESS BATTLES POLICEMAN—Actress Frances Farmer Wednesday.
head
indicate they were c
to
in
the
Mr.
grasp
and
of
Mrs.
Police
Officer
Everett
T. W. MacDonald in Santa Monica, •
rate of soda. One type of fertiHarris
London (IP) — Five hundred
Substitution of hollow steel
carriers.
lizer will usually meet soil re- Calif., after she was sentenced to 180 days in jail for violating moved Wednesday to the Ackanimal rest centers, complete
quirements but or more may be her probation in a drunk driving case. In the violent melee she ridge house recently occupied for solid aluminum reduces the
weight
of
airplane
with tiny beds, eating bowls,
propelle
set
rs
by
by
off,
Mr.
one
and
husky
Mrs.
Leon Oliver.
officer was floored, a matron and another
The diameter of the world
used depending on what is alMr. and Mrs. Ed Harmon as much as 75 lbs.
plates, dog colors and cat bas- the equator is 7,928 miles,
ready present. Limestone may be officer were bruised and the Actress herself was somewhat
kets, have been established in times the distance across t:
added to ponds but its use is battered. Miss Farmer was moved to the psychopathic ward of moved to the Ordway house reNew multiple spindle drills London and the provinces.
cently occupied by Mr. and
not to be regarded as that of a a hospital Saturday and will be given a sanity hearing today.
United States.
Mrs. Everett Harris. Mrs. Keith used in airplane engine buildfertilizer. (as a general rule any
Perkins has rooms with the ing, perform 14 intricate drilling
form of stable manure is satisoperations simultaneously.
Harmons.
factory for most purposes).
Miss Hazel Fuller visited her
2. Figure the exact acreage of
Chiaroscuro, an early method
sister, Mrs. Ruby Simpkins, of
pond and apply 400 pounds of
of color printing from woodcuts,
Francis, a few days last week.
fertilizer to the acre in the
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Dollar, means "clear-obscure."
manner described below. This
If you fighting men overseas as follows: "Mailed in conform
i- Bowling Green, and Billy
total poundage is for one, two has not been receiving
McThe ty with P. O. D. Order No.
Elroy, Princeton, were dinner
or more types of fertilizer. Ex- Leader, or other newspaper, you
19687". If no wrapper is used, guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
amples: No. 1. Sheep manure have bern mailing him and has
the certificate must appear upon J.
In the Most Becoming FabE. Hillyard.
200 pounds; Superphosphate 200 written you complaining about
love
the paper itself, the Postoffice
Dr. J. B. Sory was in Nashpounds. No. 2 Sheep manure 90 this . . . hree's why:
rics
For
Quilts
and
regulation declares.
Spring
LL,'
ville a few days this week.
pounds; stable
manure 200
The Postoffice Department had
No parcels will be accepted
Sewing.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hutchinson,
pound s; Superphosphate 80 ruled that overseas mail must be
for dispatch outside the ConModel, Tenn., and Mrs. Lois
pounds; cottonseed 30 pounds. reduced in volume, to conserv
e tinental United States
unless Bryant, Hopkinsville, were
No. 3. Stable manure 400 pounds. space for vital war shipmen
dints, they contain articles being sent
ner guests Sunday of Rev. and
If stable manure is used to not and that only newspap
ers will at the specific request of the
Mrs. John W. Outland.
count the weight of hay. Caution! be accepted for dispatch
outside addressee, approved by the batMiss Jane Belt spent last weekKnow the exact size of pond the country upon which
The lovely new materials that
sub- lation or similar unit commandend with her mother, Mrs. L. W.
and number of pounds of fertili- scriptions have been paid, or
bloom this year-1943—will infor er, and no parcel exceeding 5
Guess and Mr. Guess, Crider.
zer added. An excess • of fertiliz- which subscriptions have
spire you to your very best
been pounds in weight, or 15 inches
Mrs. T. N. Fuller returned
er will destroy all desirable life expressly ordered, in
Sewing efforts! See them in our
CASH WAITING
writing.
in length, or 36 inches in length
home Sunday. She had been unin pond.
collections—and rejoice in their
Such copies to individuals and girth combined, will
be ac- der treatment at the Princet
3. The best time to begin pond shall be accepted
If you need a team-gay new charm and Luxurious
on
for mailing cepted for dispatch to A. P. Os.
Hospital.
fertilization in
Kentucky
quality. Priced so moderately,
is only when publishers have plac- overseas for
individu
als,
the
about March 15th. If possible to ed a wrapper thereon
Mrs. J. E. Hillyard was the
too.
see me!
reading order states.
begin in March make three apdinner guest Monday of Mrs.
plications. First application should one year after another. When eating fishes such as newlight,
Brother, Sister
WILL BUY SELL or
consist of one-half of total soil is first flooded in forming sunfish, or bass.
Meet
As
Sergea
nts
amount to be used. In thirty days a pond or lake, certain
elements
Everybody reads the Leader.
TARDE
Memphis, Tenn. (1P1—Sergeant
add one-fourth of the original such
as calcium, nitrogen, potasAushburn met Sergeant Ashburn
total. The third addition, con- sium,
BROADCLOTH
etc., are present in given
19c
recently for the first time in six
sisting of one-fourth of original amounts
SEE.
.
.
. The water takes into
years.
PRINT
S
total should be added thirty
25c
and 29c
solution the elements which are
Leader Marjorie Ashburn, who
days from date of second appli- usually
present in groups known
We
still
have
a
holds the WAAC rank equivalent
supply of fine quality Blankets for 011,r
with
cation. If fertilizer is to be adas compounds. Then bacteria,
chilly nights.
to sergeant, came home on a
ded during summer months, it is and
microscopic plants and anisurprise visit. Her brother, Sergt.
better to make about ten appli- mals
begin to increase and reLloyd Ashburn of Fort Sills,
cations of forty pounds, each produce
their kind to an exOkla., also visited home unexabout fifteen days apart. These tent
depending on the amount
pectedly.
Phone 707
methods of adding fertilizer of
117 W. Main St.
fertilizer present. This rapid
Phone 54
They hadn't met since 1936.
should
prevent pollution of increase in
small organisms enwater so far as fish life is con- courage
s the growth of large
cerned.
individuals due entirely to an
4. If fertilizer is in a dry state, increase
d food supply. These
mix with water and place in larger
nidividuals may consist of
small piles around edges of aquatic
insects, simple multiple
pond just under surface
of sae° individuals, or certa r
water. Piles should be so disfishes such as many species of
tributed so that they are placed minnow
s or the gizzard shad
around entire pond.
which feed directly on the
A given area of ground under smallest
forms of life. The inwater after year needs the addi- crease
in aquatic insects and
tion of fertilizer just the same
other forms causes a direct inas soil used to produce tobacco
crease in proportion of animal

••

••

CORNICK OIL CO.

Only Publishers Permitted To
Mail Papers To Men Overseas

MULES

THRIFTY TIPS
_

WANTED

50 Head At Once

Be Sure-Insure

BEDFORD
McCHESNEY

C. A. WOODALL,

Insurance Agency

The Lillie F. Murphy Store

MONUMENTS

Sell Your Tobacco
WHERE YOUR NEIGHBORS SELL

From Manufacturer To You

Mr. J. Y. O'Bannon, a member of our firm will be at the Princeton Hotel
,
MONDAY and TUESDAY,JANUARY 25 and 26

Moss, Heltsley and
Frankel
(Burley and Dark Tobacco)
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

You will receive courteous treatment and
the highest
market price for your tobacco.

Due to War Time Gasoline Rationing, it is Imposs
ible for us to Travel and Solicit Business as
Formerly . . .
We are able, however, to make prompt delivery
and Erections in our Trucks . . . We will Apprec
iate an Opportunity to Show the People of Princeton and Caldwe
ll county samples of our work, and to quote
prices
on same.

MARKERS PRICED FROM $30 UP; DOUBLE MONUMENTS, FROM
$65 UP.
Largest Stock of Granite in Western Kentucky
. . . Now is a Good Time to Buy Because the Monum
ent Industry
May be Stopped at any time, due to Listing
as Non-Essential Business.

Paducah Granite Co.

402 South Third Street

•

Phone 799

,

•
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Burley tobaccos develop at the _Kentucy Agricultural
produced
'xperiment Station
leaf
to the
of
ton
a
lore than
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at
made
-ts
tes
.icre, in
/ion the past season, on land l'i•ee1, ont black root-rot disease.
ttrown under ordinary farm conditions and on common tobacco
land, they produced 25 to 30
• rcent more than common kinds
f Burley.
Ky. 16, a root-rot resistant
variety grown in Kentucky and
other states, yielded 2,108 pounds
to the acre. Eighty-four percent
of it graded as smoker tobacco.
Ky. 41A, another root-rot resistant burley variety, produced
at the rate of 2,089 pounds to
the acre. Eighty-seven percent
of it was smoker grade.
Ky. 33, an early-maturing tobacco resistant to root-rot and
fusarium wilt, produced 2,144
pounds to the acre; and Ky. 19,
another new root-rot resistant
variety, yielded 2,238 pounds to
the acre.
Two other varieties developed
at the Experiment Station, Ky.
52 and Ky. 48-7, which are resistant to black root-rot and
mosaic diseases, produced 1,599
and 1,579 pounds, respectively,
with 87 and 80 percent smoker.
Although the yield of Ky. 52 is
only that of common varieties it
produced tobacco of exceptional
quality.
J. C., a root-rot resistant variety being developed at the experiment station at Greenville,
Tenn., produced .1,767 pounds to
the acre, in tests at the Kentucky Experiment Station. Other
varieties tested at the Kentucky station last year produced
as follows: Barnett, 1,575 pounds;
Warner, 1,576 pounds, and Kelley, 1,682 pounds. These graded
from 82 to 84 percent smoker
tobacco.
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SIX FRONTS WHERE HITLER'S TROOPS MUST 'HOLD ON'—
Russia's broad offensives put it up to the German high command
to protect no fewer than six so-called "strong points" in Soviet
territory: 1—Leningrad front; 2—Smolensk; 3—Kursk; 4--Kharkov; 5—Rostov; 6—Krasnodar. Meanwhile, the Berlin radio sent
a special broadcast to Hitler's soldiers "who see no sense in
holding on." A Swedish report told of a Russian campaign (A)
to break the siege of Leningrad. Russian troops gained swiftly
on the Caucasus front (B). Shaded area shows Russian gains
—AP Telemat
since the offensive began Nov. 19.

February 7 Named
4-H Club Sunday

Busy days are ahead for Kentucky farm homemakers, with
larger gardens and more chickens being requested by Uncle
Sam. In addition, many women
will be taking the places of men
in the fields. With these things in
mind, home economics at .the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics suggests that now is
the time to get certain jobs out
of the way. Men folks are less
busy now and they can help
with some of them.
Heading the list are repairs
lighten
and improvements to
the homemaker's work. Windows
that stick, doors that won't lach,
floor boards or linoleum that
need repairing, and drawers that
refuse to pull out are annoyances that can easily be taken
care of. A bigger and important
job Might be the building of
convenient kitchen cabinets, or
the rearrangement of kitchen
equipmet to save steps.
Other things to check off the
of
list include the repairing
furniture, doing inside painting
and putting garden tools in
good condition. A larger garden
space must be planned for and
plans made to plant seeds at
various times to avoid a peak
load at canning time.

Hemp Seed Price Set

Kentucky farmers will reThe Kentucky Rural Church
$10 a bushel for hemp
ceive
country
asked
has
Council
year, compared to
this
seed
as
7
Feb.
aside
set
churches to
$8 last year. The Commodity
4-H Club Sunday. In order that
Credit Corporation will pay
boys and girls on farms and in the higher price because of
rural towns may be enlisted in increased cost of labor and
producing food, or in giving war- other expenses connected with
time service, the Council request- producing hemp seed. Kened rural ministers to plan their tucky farmers have been askservices Feb. 7 around the ed to grow 50,000 acres of
theme of rural youth, promot- hemp for seed this year. They
ing membership in 4-H Clubs grew considerably less than
and other youth organizations that this year, when unfavorengaged in war production. Dr. able weather reduced yields
T. W. Rainey, president of the to an average of about eight
council, said churches not hold- bushels to the acre. Seed proing services on Feb. 7 might use duced this year should be
a 'date either before or after, to sufficient to plant 500,000
acres of fiber hemp next year.
recognize 4-H Club work.

(Continued from page eight)
proval of the President of The Noblewomen Work
United States."
In British Plants
And right there, say close
Washington (Al—Titles held
Washington observers of the by British women in war work
manpower problem, is the key mean nothing in the plants
to the whole situation. In the where members of the "priviend, whatever is done will be leged class" have become good
decided by the President. Don't mechanics. Lady Montagu is a
forget that he is commander-in- skilled machinist, Lady Ursula
chief of the Army, Navy, Marines Manners works in an aircraft
and Coast Guard, and he has factory, and the Countess Wharnsaid that suggestions to cut the cliffe, who inherited an aircraft
size of the Army are amazing. plant from her husband, worked
Manpower Commissioner Mc- her way up from the benches
Nutt made a statement at a re- and now runs the factory, accent press conference that tends cording to a report from the
to bear out the opinion that the Office of War Information.
four branches of our armed
services will follow the schedule laid out for them, which
will mobilize a total of 9,700,000 men (plus officers) by the
end of 1943. He said simply "The
die is cast," and refused to explain further.
WPB Chairman Nelson's cheermg report of November arms
• ,-oduction—l2 per cent greater
than October and more than
four times as large as November,
1941—tends also to knock the
I)rops out from under any arguent that we can't maintain an

It takes the average motorist
three-quarters of a second to react and apply his brakes after
seeing a reason to stop.

LIFE AND
ACCIDENT
, INISUPLINIC

YOU

J. E.
HERROD
"Shield

RETONGA A BLESSING
SAYS REV. WITT BAKER

purgative regularly, and at times
my joints felt so achy and stiff
I could hardly get up and
down. I was too nervous to
sleep much, I felt too weak to
One of the outstanding fea- do the chores about my home,
tures about Retonga is the ex- and it looked like I would have
traordinary number of ministers to give up my church work.
"Retonga relieved all this diswho strongly endorse this noted
medicine after trying it in their tress after everything else I
own cases. For ,instance, Rev. tried had failed. I was soon eatWitt Baker, prominent Metho- ing heartily, the nervousness,
dist minister residing at Burkes- soreness in my muscles, and
sluggish elimination were reville, Ky., declares;
"I was afraid to eat a bite of lieved, and I feel so much betsolid food, for the little I did ter there's no comparison. Thb
eat seemed to turn as sour as grand medicine was a Godsenr
vinegar and come back up so in my case."
Retonga is a purely herb;
strong it seemed to burn my
throat. At times I bloated so gastric tonic combined wi
tight with gas I would get weak liberal amounts of Vitamin B-1.
over. For a year or more I Accept no substitute. Retonga
Errol Flynn takes a long drink all
on soft foods, eggs, and may be obtained at Dawson's
lived
of cold water at a recess in his
—adv.
Milk. I had to take a strong Drug Store.
trial on three counts of statutory
Peace—It's Wonderful
rape after hearing Betty Han- New Gypsum Products
In The Army
sen, 17-year-old Nebraska girl, Ease Lumber Shortage
testify he disrobed her and was
Olean, N. Y. (/P)—The Navy
ime
(JP)—Wart
Y.
Buffalo, N.
intimate with her after a dinner
"Peace" twins in the servhas
develophave
methods
building
party. The trial scene is Los
s of gypsum. ice. Hubert Peace, 18, of Knapps
application
new
ed
—AP Telemat
Angeles.
To ease lumber shortages, three Creek, Olean high school senior,
new gypsum products — roof has reported for duty at NosNotice
Administrator's
exterior board and solid folk, Va., where his twin brothAll persons knowing them- plank,
been er, Herbert, Jr., has been since
panel — have
selves indebted to the estate of partition
July.
George W. Hill, deceased, will created.
please come forward and settle
the same at once; and all perIt has been estimated that
The 4-H Club at Panbowl,
sons having claims against the
billion board feet of lumnanine
planted
county
Breathitt
in
The German battleship Bis- estate will present them, properused in 1943 for boxmarck was chased 1,750 miles ly proven, to the undersigned tive shrubbery around the school ber will be
war materials.
crating
and
for
ing
off
the
Fredonia
at
it
days
30
fenced
within
then
building,
before the Royal Navy sank her.
Valley Bank.
and
animals
against
protection
Virgil E. Coleman,
The Hwang Ho river in China
children. Shrubs, pine and buckCandian shoe factories last
Administrator
changed its mouth 11 times
has
with
along
planted
were
bush
year produced 31,500,000 pairs of
in 25 centuries.
Everybody reads the Leader. spirea.
shoes, an increase of 22 per cent.
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A lamp in the sanctuary of
the Ursuline Convent, Quebec,
has been burning continuously
for 226 years.

NATIONAL

Flynn Cools Off

Busy Days Ahead
For Homemakers

Lived On Soft Foods
And , Felt So 'Weak He
Feared He Would Have To
Retire. Feels Fine Now.
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PANTIES
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Hancock-Cooper Loose Floor 1 Special Purchase
The Kind That Wear
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J. R. Crocket of Bath county
saved all of his Balbo seed in
t142, and had a ready sale for
his surplus supply.

I wish to announce to my friends in

Waterproof

Caldwell and Lyon Counties that I will be

Gus Kortrecht, Agt.
Fire and Auto
Insurance
Capital Stock Co. Insurance
is safe and reliable.
Phone 25
Princeton, K.
110 S. Jefferson St.

connected with the—

during the season now at hand. As Floor
Manager I will be in position to give your

FOR
ompetent Assistance With
Your

INCOME TAX
Return—See

Miss Mary Jenkins
Notary Public
At Princeton Hotel

799

(Assistant to Jack Wilferd in
recent years)

tobacco my undivided attention and I take
this opportunity to solicit your patronage.

••

Howard Prescott

90yard
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Fabrique Deluxe Rayon
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Order by Mail Today
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War Board Seeks
To list Workers

Rationing Board
Issues Advice On
Stoves And Tires

U. S. Employment
Service To Have Man
Here Next Week

Urges No Delay In
Inspections, Says
Certificates Needed
To Buy Heaters
Caldwell County War Rationing Board issued several timely
warnings Tuesday of importance in aiding individuals to
make the most of regulations effective now, especially as they
apply to heating stoves and
tires.
cold
With Monday night's
wave placing added burden upon all stoves, the board called
attention to the rationing edict
purchase of such
,governing
,.,4%60
equipment. As reported in The
Leader three weeks ago, new oil
and
t
and coal heating stoves
rationed RETALIATION RAID DEBRIS CLEARED-British girls and men clean up shattered glass outportable heaters are
commodities and persons eligi- side a London department store which felt the effects of a "feeble" air raid by the Nazis in reble to buy them must obtain taliation for the huge raids on Berlin by the RAF. This picture was sent from London to the
-AP Telemat
certificates from the County Ra- United States by cable.
tion Board, at the courthouse.
Zellner Peal Will
Furnaces and cooking stoves are
not included.
Be Marine Officer,
The board warns again that
(Continued from P./lie One)
In Air Corps, March 1
of Agriculture estimates, they
Coupon No. 3, in "A" gasoline
(By Associated Press)
ration books, positively will not
will receive for the entire 1942
Frankfort-Zellner L. Peal,
be honored at filling stations afcrop approximately $25,000,000
Meetings In
Rural
executive secretary to Governor more than they were paid the
ter January 21. Coupons in "B"
Food Campaign To
and "C" gas books are valid
Johnson, will leave March 1, previous year.
any time within the period speciStart Soon
was
average
week's
Last
to become a first lieutenant in
fied on the front cover of each.
County AAA committeemen, the Marine Corps and take a $42.99 a hundred pounds, which
While motorists are granted
55 in number, are going about training course at Quantico, Va. was 31 cents below the average
additional time in which to have
for sales December 21 and 22
making
Mr. Peal said he also resigned and 22 cents below the average
their tires inspected under the the rural districts now,
gas rationing program, officials a complete farm survey of pro- as president of the Exchange for the week ending December
of the County Rationing Board duction planned this year by Bank of Mayfield, his home, up- 13. However, it was sufficiently
urge that they not wait for the individual farmers, Couhty on receiving his commission in high to raise the average for
deadline, March 31 for "A" book Agent J. F. Graham said Mon- the aviation branch of the Ma- the season to $42.55 from the
rine Corps, where he is ex- average of $42.33 at the close of
holders, before attending to this day.
Early in February, county pected to be given an ad- pre-Christmas sales.
necessary chore. Holders of "B"
and "C" gas books must have meetings will be held in all ministration position after comtheir tires inspected by Febru- rural communities to explain the pleting training. He will be 38
ary 28, and after that, every Foor-For-Victory program, lauch- years old next June.
ed here and throughout the NaHe became the Governor's ex- FOR SALE: One pure Toggenfour months.
Pointing out that garages and tion January 12.
ecutive secretary shortly after
burg milk goat. Entitled to
registery. From a real strand
Farmers who have impera- Keen Johnson took office, in
filling stations are limited as
of milk producers. See Otis
to number of workers, officials tive problems now, incident to 1939. His successor has not been
Stephens, Wood St., Princeurge that Inspections be arrang- planning their early spring work, announced.
ltp
ton, Ky.
ed well before the new dead- may obtain information about
line as new tires and recaps can- how their farms can best coAn ancient pagan faith that FOR SALE-Sacked county saus2/
age, 40 cents a pound in 21
not be certified except by re- operate in the food campaign recognizes witches is still pracpound sacks. Phone 167 after
commendation of an authorized at the county agent's office, Mr. ticed in parts of France and
1 tp
6 p. m.
tire inspector.
Graham said.
Italy
FOR SALE-Horses and mules,
cheap. Any number; also some
saddle horses. J. F. Teal, Keo3tp
sangua, Iowa.

Burley Sales

CLASSIFIED ADS

MR. FARMER!
We Get the Highest Dollar for your Dark Fired Tobacco.
Our season's average to date
is *16.58
Again we quote some of our crop averages of recent date.
W. H. Lewis and Alton Jones,
Lamasco, Ky.
Leaf
Seconds
Trash
CROP AVERAGE

$21.00 to $24.50
$18.25
$17.50
$22.24

Roy Newsom and Earnest Lacy,
Princeton, Ky., Route 3
Leaf
Seconds
Trash
CROP AVERAGE

$23.50 to $24.00
$17.25
$10.00
$18.73

John H. Moore, Greenville, Ky.
Leaf
Seconds
Trash
CROP AVERAGE

$27.00
$16.25
$10.00
$22.80

Luther Holsapple and Tom McKinney
Kuttawa,
.,
Leaf
$26.00
$17.50 to $18.50
Seconds
Trash
$10.00
CROP AVERAGE
$19.13

Urey Cook, Cobb, Ky.
Leaf
Seconds
Trash
CROP AVERAGE

$21.00 to $24.50
$15.76
$11.25
$19.87

Mrs. Nodie Stewart and Lewis Caldwell,
Cerulean, Ky.
Leaf
Seconds
Trash
CROP AVERAGE

$21.00 to $26.50
$18.75
$13.00
$21.30

If you are not our customer, fall in line with your next load and give us
a chance to make you satisfied.

*Dickinson &Young
Chas. W. Young

Buck Tandy
II
(Night Man.)
Kipkinsville, Kentucky

The Caldwell County U.S.D.A.
War Board, in cooperation with
the United States Employment
Service, is seeking to aid farmers in solving some of their
labor problems by providing
means of contact between those
who are not employed full time
and those looking for farm tenants, share croppers or hired
help, C. E. George, chairman,
said Monday.
Mr. George said Harold Davis,
interviewer for farm placement,
United States Employment Service, will be in the office of
the county agent, Monday and
Tuesday, Jan. 25 and 26, to register persons seeking farm help
and those looking for farm work.
Mr. George said that farm
labor shortage is the principal
problem that must be solved if
farmers are to reach food production goals.

HELP WANTED: Excellent opportunity now open for progressive person to take over
established route in Princeton.
No car or investment necessary. Write J. R. Watkins Co.,
70-84 W. Iowa Ave., Memphis,
Tenn.
WANTED: Reliable man as Rawleigh Dealer in Caldwell County. Selling experience unnecessary. Everything furnished except car. Splendid opportunity
to step into a permanent and
profitable business where Rawleigh Products have been sold
for years. Good profits for a
hustler. For particulars write
Raw Leigh's, Ipt. KYA-215160A. Freeport, Ill, or see
Claud M. Young, Kuttawa,
Ky.
3tp
OLD NEWSPAPERS FOR SALE
at The Leader office.

•

Wanted! Men And
Women Who Are
Hard Of Hearing

To make this simple, no risk
hearing test. If you are temporarily deafened, bothered by ringing buzzing head noises due to
hardened or coagulated wax
(cerumen), try the Ourine Home
Method teatalset so many say has
enabled them to hear well again.
You must hear better after making this simple test or you get
your money back at once. Ask
about Ourine Ear Drops today at
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE

At the annual meeting ,
•rinceton Federal Savirig8
ian Association stockliol
ast Friday night, the y
ork was reviewed.

The U. S. Navy will send a
board of officers to 'Paducah,
January 25, 26 and 27, to interview all men interested in
applying for appointment as commissioned officers and women
who may volunteer for duty
with the WAACs. Headquarters
will be in the Irvin Cobb Hotel.
Men in business and engineerig fields are especially wanted
by the Navy, a special dispatch
to The Leader, received Wednesday night, states.

When your fighting
comes home for a vis
promoted
transferred,
else
es something
ends would like to
ease call The Leader.
of men in service is al
welcomed.
*
*
*

es D. Keeney, son
and Mrs. Henry M. Kee
Market St., enlisted in
S. Marines January 19,
now at Parris Island, S.
ing his boot training. H
former employe of the
flower Hotel in W. Palm
Florida.
*
*
*

As Moses lifte dup the
serpent in the wilderness, even so must the
As Moses lifted up the
that whosoever believeth
in him should not perish, but have eternal ilfe.
For God so loved the
world, that he gave his
only begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth in
him should not perish,
everlasting
have
but
life.-John 3:14-16.

Pvt. Joseph F. Loftus,
lidr. and Mrs. John Lo
Ilaationed at Camp Sut
C. He was inducted i
Army two weeks ago.
*
*
*

W. Ky. Coal Mines To
Double Their Sales
that
Frankfort (W)-Belief
Western Kentucky mines will
double their coal sales in Chicago and its industrial area with
reduced freight rates, which are
due to go into effect April 17,
was expressed here by Frank
L. McCarthy, chairman of the
State Railroad Commission.
Everybody reads the Leader

,•I ll ism) Had

Corp. Bob Stevens,
; Houston, Texas, is on f
visitIng his mother, Mrs
Phil Stevens and other r
*
*
*

till (toll It USNiii

iBrobm's5 _funeral jOonic
I1 NFRAI. DIRECTORS AND FURNITURE Dr ‘I I RS

Gorge Ectward Wilson,
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. WiLso
kinsville Road, who has
duty at the Naval Hospi
Beautiful Volume of these famous Scenes, mailed free on request piego, Calif., as phar
as mate, 2nd class, has be
Olt 45"

11.-IN( I ION. KY.

Lediv tc:Idclitilst*erci atV*gseedar;el*siera

FLORIDA CITRUS FRUIT

Tommy Stephenson,
coach at Butler High
statimed at Miami Beach
E da. He was inducted i
Army two weeks ago fro
= shaw
*
* *
= Lieut. (j.g.) E. E. B
USN, is attending corn
tions school at Harvard
sity, to be concluded
= His wife, the former
= Pool and their baby, ar
= ing her mother, Mrs.
E. Pool, E. Main street. Th
= to join Lieutenant Bagsha
;month.
*
*
*
=

The finest you ever laid your eyes on. Grapefruit, Oranges, and Tangerines, heavy, full of juice and crammed full of health value, reasonable price
and in abundance.
Victory Food Special for this week. Dried Beans with the largest supply
in history. The Red Fronts have nine kinds to select from, including: Dried
Black Eyed Peas, Navy Beans, Red Beans, Pinto Beans, Great Northern
Beans, Large Lima Beans, Small Lima Beans, Cranberry Beans and Red
Kidney Beans. Very best quality and hundreds of ways to prepare them
making appetizing dishes. More for your Money all the time.
Highland Cream

E

Sandwich
Sweet, dozen
from 22c to 35c

GREAT NORTHERN, PINTO, RED
KIDNEY, NAVY OR RED BEANS
pound 9c, 3 pounds 25c

Meal
Cake Flour

:wheat
Loving
CiP

No, 33
Laundry

package

Cookies

Sugar Top

OLIV-I-LO TOILET SOAP lc SALE
3 cakes 24c, 1 extra cake lc

14 Corned Mutton
bottle

cans

delicious

confection

pkg

Green
Split

STAYMAN APPLES

James C. Rowland,
cist's mate, third class,
= furlough visiting his pare
E7._ and Mrs. W. F. Rowlan
= street. He is stationed
= Diego, Calif., and has
the Navy a year.
*
*
*
= Mitchell Harrington, son
- and Mrs. B. G. Harring
1:
ET: Jefferson street, has bee
= a medical discharge fr
= Army and arrived home
He was inducted several
ago and has been stati
Camp Barkley, Texas.
*
*
*
Technician, 5th Grade.
Lacy Dixon, son of Mr. a
Harlan Dixon, 207 Garret
is now stationed at the
air forces advanced flyin
ing school, Seymour, Ind.
*
*
*

29( a
„,:a.c..silot Sauce
Kitchen Klenzer 3 14
10c
Snacks
Peas
1
priticssaup 1 22C
delicn.fo

May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action
Modern life with its hurry and worry,

DOAN'S PILLS

OUR
ME
IN SERVIC

Pvt. James McCaslin h
kansferred from Ft. B
isoh, Ind. to Camp
Ark., for basic train'
inducted in the Ar
ago.
*
*
*

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
irregular habits, improper eating •nd
drinking .ite risk of exposure and inferlion ----throws heavy strain on the work
of the kidneys. They are apt to become
over-taxed and fall to Alter vice*. arid
and other impuritim from the Life-giving
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
headache, dizziness, getting up nights,
leg pains, swelling-- feel constantly
nervous, all worn out. Other aline
of kidney or bladder disorder are 1101111.times burning, scanty or too frequent
urin•tion.
Try Dose's rills. Dale's help the
kidneys to pus off harmful *seem body
waste. They have had more than half •
century tif public approval. Are recommended Ly grateful mars •vorywhere.
AO your neighbor/

olume 71

Dr. C. F. Engelhardt, w:
•avis and Robert U. IVM1
e-elected directors and the
owing officers were elected:
W. L. Cash, president; Dr. C.
gelhardt, vice-president;
. Woo,d secretary -tress
rs. Beulah S. Wood, assis
C. A. Pepper, attorney; Dr.
. Keeney, F. G. Wood, T.
•owns, H. W. Blades, hold-ow,
•irectors.
The three Caldwell cowl
anks, First National, Farm.,
ational, Princeton, and
redonia Valley Bank, were
The first U. S. yachts were
built and sailed in New York ignated depositaries for fiz,.4
harbor early in the 19th cen- f the association, and 854
as invested in War Bonds, rr.s.
tury.
.ng a total of $45,000 of ass i.
ion's funds invested in goy%
Eleven thousand American
ent bonds.
dians reside in Wisconsin.

Navy Has Commissions
For Men And Women

FOR SALE-Orchard Grass seed.
McElroy and Williams, Fretf
donia, Phone 42-J.
WANTED 'PO BUY-Good used
Ford short wheel-base truck.
tf
Merchants Service Line

(Continued from Page One)
ard Wood, Mo., spent last weekend with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Anthony Hughes, Fredonia.
*
*
*
Denver,
Ward,
Pvt. Rupert
Colorado, is on a ten-day furlough visiting his mother, Mrs.
Nattina Ward,- Fredonia.
* '
*
*
Ft.
Brockmeyer,
Lieut. Charles
Sill, Oklahoma, is on a tenday furlough, visiting his wife
and parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
H. Brockmeyer, Fredonia. He
is being transferred to Camp
Breckinridge.
*
*
*
Pvt. A. D. Miller, colored, has
been transferred from Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind. to Camp
Rickett, Va. for basic training.

TANGARINES

doz.

Fresh Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Meats. More For Your Money all the Tim

RED FRONT

Among Caldwell cou
ductees leaving here Jan
and being tranferred fr
Benjamin Harrison, Ind.,
= Leonard Wood, Mo., fo
RS training are Harry Join
Raymond Heaton, T. B.
-- nail, Jr., James R.
=9 Jesse Roberts, Charles
Char/es H. Kannady, J.
McC4t, Carl Howton, Ch
Calirert and Barber Holt.
*
*
*
Baine Campbell, radi
nician in ,.he U. S. Nay
5 furlough, visiting his
near Farmersville. He
transferred to Orange,
from Treasure Island,
where he has been s
io
ceyh
ers
ea
enateo
gred the Na

CASH 4i* CARRY STORES
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Pvt. Harold Campbell,
* *
(Please turn to page se

tt
is

